Microbial Mechanisms of the Priming Effect over 12 Years of Different Amounts of Nitrogen Management
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Abstract: The return of crop residues and application of chemical nitrogen (N) can influence the soil organic carbon (SOC) turnover. However, the changes in the response of the priming effect (PE) to N management in real farming systems are not fully understood. In this research, we launched a 270-day in situ experiment in three N management plots (N0, no N; N1, 300 kg hm$^{-2}$; and N2, 360 kg hm$^{-2}$) on a long-term maize farm in order to examine the microbial mechanisms that trigger the PE in the presence of $^{13}$C-labeled maize residues. We found that N1 decreased SOC mineralization and the positive PE, but increased the residual C mineralization and microbial C use efficiency in comparison with N0 and N2, respectively. The positive PE can be explained by the microbial nutrient mining theory for N0 and by the microbial stoichiometry decomposition theory for N1 and N2, as reflected by the increased abundance of oligotrophic phyla in N0 and the increased abundance of copiotrophic phyla in N1 and N2. The microbial biomass C (MBC), residue-derived MBC, and the communities’ complexity were decreased in N2 due to the acidification of the soil environment, but N1 enhanced the MBC, residue-derived MBC, and bacterial communities’ complexity. The key-stone bacterial taxa of *Vicinamibacteraceae* and *Gemmatimonas* preferred the recalcitrant C of SOC in N0 and N2, respectively. However, *Acidibacter* favored the labile residual C in N1. The keystone fungal taxa of *Penicillium*, *Sarocladium*, and *Cladophilaphora* exhibited wide substrate-use abilities in N0, N1, and N2, respectively. Our research depicts the mechanisms of how microbial communities’ structures are reshaped through N management and emphasizes the functions of the keystone microbial taxa in C turnover and the PE in farming systems.
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1. Introduction

Soil organic carbon (SOC) is necessary for ecosystem processes and is critical for C cycling in farmlands [1,2]. The return of crop residues can offset SOC and nutrient loss, and it is critical for maintaining crop productivity and quality [3–5]. However, the input of crop residues on arable lands was reported to either increase or decrease SOC mineralization, which is known as the priming effect (PE) [6–9]. Based on previous in situ and laboratory experiments, scientists have reported that the PE can be positive or negative depending on biotic or abiotic factors [10,11]. Among these influences, some studies have proven that nutrient availability is crucial for regulating the PE in arable soils [8,12].
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Nitrogen (N) is one of the most important elements for crop growth in agroecosystems [13]. Many studies have shown that N addition can directly influence soil microbes [14–16]. Normally, it enhances the relative abundance of R strategists (which are mainly copiotrophs that prefer nutrient-rich environments and are likely to use labile C) but decreased the abundance of K strategists (which are mainly oligotrophs that prefer nutrient-limited conditions and are likely to consume refractory C in soil) [8,13,17].

Numerous researchers have studied the microbial mechanisms triggering the PE under N management [13,18–20]. There are two different microbe-derived theories that illustrate that the PE is induced by the combination of N with an extra organic matter input. (1) In microbial nutrient mining, if N is limited during the process of residue degradation, hungry microbes will consume the native SOM for N [8]. (2) During microbial stoichiometric decomposition, the decomposition of the native SOC can be increased in higher-N environments because the combined inputs of the residues and N can facilitate the development and activities of diverse microbial communities. Extracellular enzymes can simultaneously facilitate SOM mineralization [9,10]. Furthermore, “microbial nutrient mining” and “microbial stoichiometric decomposition” are mainly performed by K strategists and R strategists, respectively [8,11]. These results mainly focused on the short-term effects of the combined inputs of N fertilizer and crop residues on the PE. However, the knowledge concerning how different long-term N management strategies influence the PE and related microbial mechanisms is not fully understood. This is essential in order for us to understand the processes of the PE in agroecosystems that receive ever-increasing N inputs.

The $^{13}$C labeling technique is a safe, stable method that can precisely quantify how much C is transferred from residues to microbes. Microbes absorb residual C and use it to acquire energy, composite microbial biomass, proliferate, and to maintain their metabolism. The ratio of residual C used for microbial growth is defined as the microbial C use efficiency (CUE) [11]. Higher CUE corresponds to the high-efficiency growth of microbes and relatively low emissions of C from the substrate into the atmosphere [12,13]. Soil N availability is a dominant factor driving microbial CUE. For example, Marie et al. [11] suggested that soil amended with N benefited from both an increase in the residual C absorbed by the microbes and a reduction in the SOC loss triggered by the PE when compared with soil under conditions of limited N. Additionally, a significant negative relationship between CUE and the PE under low-N treatment conditions was recently reported [14,15]. N fertilizer can increase the CUE by decreasing the stoichiometric C-to-N imbalance [13–16]. Many researchers have noted that CUE not only represents residual C utilization, but it also is associated with SOC accumulation and long-term C stabilization [9,17], because a positive relationship between SOC sequestration and CUE has been found [13,18]. Thus, the relationship between CUE and the PE is important for detecting the microbial mechanisms of the PE under various N treatment conditions, especially in long-term experiments.

Nowadays, analyses of co-occurrence networks and keystone taxa are used to identify critical species that are sensitive to disturbances [19–24] and to better comprehend the underlying ecological interactions among microbial species [25,26], respectively. For example, these tools were utilized to identify microbes that were sensitive to different agricultural practices, and it was possible to visualize the response patterns of these specific microorganisms to disturbing environments [27–30]. Previous studies proved that soil bacterial and fungal communities’ structures and co-occurrence networks during the period of crop residue mineralization can be reshaped by using various N application levels [31–34]. Meanwhile, the keystone species among treatments can be detected by determining the mutual relationships and topological structures among the species’ abundance levels when analyzing co-occurrence networks [35,36]. However, it is still unknown which microbes are members of the keystone clusters under in-field conditions with various N application levels, as well as their potential functions in regulating C turnover.

Sweet maize (Zea mays L. saccharata) is an important crop that is cultivated in southern China. However, farmers consistently use excessive inputs of chemical N for maize
production (usually more than 360 kg N hm⁻²) during their sweet maize cultivation procedures, which influences the microbial communities’ composition, activities, and SOC turnover [12]. In this research, we performed a 270-day incubation experiment at an experimental farm that consecutively received different N fertilizer levels for nine years. We assumed the following with different levels of N application: (i) long-term N management can alter the responses of the keystone taxa to the addition of residues by influencing their communities’ structures and co-occurrence models; and (ii) residual C and SOC mineralization concerning PE is closely linked to the keystone taxa in long-term N management scenarios. By using isotopic techniques and network analyses, this study was able to detect the relationship between the PE and dynamic changes in soil microbial activities and communities in a long-term N experiment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Site and N Application

An in situ experiment was carried out on a farm located in Guangzhou, Guangdong, China (23°08′ N, 113°15′ E, sub-tropical marine climate), where long-term N fertilizer experiments have been conducted since 2009. The average annual rainfall in the area is 1348–2278 mm. The soil texture of the farmland is latosolic red soil. The basic soil properties (pH, SOC, total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus (TP), total potassium (TK), and available N (AN), P (AP), and K (AK)) before starting the in situ experiment are shown in Table 1. Sweet maize was cultivated on this site (two cultivation seasons per year: spring maize, March–July; and autumn maize, August–October). In each cultivation season, we applied three levels of N: no N (N0), reduced N (N1: 300 kg hm⁻²), and conventional N (N2: 360 kg hm⁻²). All treatments were performed with three replications, and the areas were supplied with P₂O₅ at 150 kg hm⁻² and K₂O at 300 kg hm⁻². The area of each test plot was 20 m² (5 m × 4 m). The crop density was 54,054 plants hm⁻² (16 plants per row × 6 rows in each plot).

Table 1. Basic soil properties before starting the in situ experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatments</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>SOC</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TK</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>AK</th>
<th>Annual CO₂ Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g/kg</td>
<td>g/kg</td>
<td>g/kg</td>
<td>mg/kg</td>
<td>mg/kg</td>
<td>mg/kg</td>
<td>mg/kg</td>
<td>kg/hm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N0</td>
<td>6.763 ± 0.108</td>
<td>15.042 ± 0.338</td>
<td>0.604 ± 0.012</td>
<td>0.969 ± 0.012</td>
<td>17.497 ± 0.971</td>
<td>70.741 ± 3.739</td>
<td>251.734 ± 307.040</td>
<td>1323472.279 ± 23.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>4.15 ± 0.023</td>
<td>17.774 ± 0.320</td>
<td>0.807 ± 0.014</td>
<td>1.152 ± 0.014</td>
<td>21.104 ± 0.792</td>
<td>93.445 ± 1.575</td>
<td>372.309 ± 5.403</td>
<td>4304340.765 ± 18.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>4.15 ± 0.023</td>
<td>16.134 ± 0.293</td>
<td>0.680 ± 0.015</td>
<td>1.062 ± 0.015</td>
<td>19.383 ± 0.977</td>
<td>87.323 ± 3.436</td>
<td>333.077 ± 14.173</td>
<td>395.305 ± 17.233</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N0: no nitrogen; N1: reduced nitrogen; N2: conventional nitrogen. Different letters indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) between the different N treatments.

2.2. Maize Residue Preparation, Return, and Sampling

The ¹³C-labeled maize (Zea mays L. saccharate sturt cv. Huazhen) residues were acquired from a ¹³CO₂ pulse-labeling (99.0 atom% ¹³C) pot experiment [37]. Briefly, maize plants were planted in pots and then covered with a glass chamber when labeling was conducted. The ¹³CO₂ labeling was started on the 45th day after maize germination and was conducted every day for 1 week. Then, the above- and belowground parts were collected after 15 days and dried at 85 °C until a constant weight was achieved. The maize residues were ground and passed through a 0.15 mm sieve for analyses of the chemical properties and for the subsequent experiment. The properties and δ¹³C values of the residues are listed in Table S1.

The in situ experiment was conducted after spring maize was harvested in July 2021. We set three residue return spots and one spot with no residue (CK) in each plot. A polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube with a diameter of 15 cm and a height of 30 cm was inserted 20 cm deep in each spot. Then, we dug out all of the soil from each PVC tube (including that
of CK) and passed the soil through a 2 mm sieve. The maize residues were carefully and uniformly mixed at a concentration of 7 g kg\(^{-1}\) dry soil, corresponding to 4.17 t ha\(^{-1}\). Then, the soil–residue mixture was placed in the tube (including that of CK). In order to capture the CO\(_2\) emissions from the different treatments, 30 mL of 3 mol L\(^{-1}\) NaOH in a 100 mL plastic beaker was placed in each PVC tube. To measure the extra space taken by CO\(_2\), a triplicate blank tube containing only the CO\(_2\) trap was also simultaneously incubated. The NaOH was collected and changed on the 3rd, 10th, 30th, 60th, 90th, 120th, and 270th days for the total CO\(_2\)-C and \(\delta^{13}\)C analyses. The \(\delta^{13}\)C analysis of CO\(_2\) captured in NaOH was performed by using a stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Mat 253, IMS, Thermo Fisher, America) [13]. Soil samples were also collected on the 10th, 30th, 120th, and 270th days for microbial biomass C (MBC) analyses and on the 10th, 120th, and 270th days for gene abundance analyses.

### 2.3. Total CO\(_2\)-C Mineralization, Native SOC Mineralization, Residue-Derived C Mineralization, and Priming Effect (PE) Analyses

The total CO\(_2\)-C mineralization was calculated via the acid–base titration approach [37].

The proportion of CO\(_2\)-C emitted from soil (P\(_s\)) supplemented with maize residues in this research was calculated as follows:

\[
P_s = \frac{\delta r^{13}c_t - \delta m^{13}c_t}{\delta c^{13}c_t - \delta m^{13}c_t}
\]  

(1)

where, \(\delta r^{13}c_t\) and \(\delta c^{13}c_t\) indicate the value of \(\delta^{13}\)C (‰) of the total CO\(_2\)-C emitted from the soil–residue mixture and corresponding CK soil over time, respectively. The \(\delta m^{13}c_t\) was the \(\delta^{13}\)C (‰) value of the maize residues, which was acquired by incubating the residues in a non-woven bag in the sand with soil microbes, and the value of \(\delta^{13}\)C in the maize residues was analyzed on the 3rd, 10th, 30th, 60th, 90th, 120th, and 270th days [13].

The SOC mineralization (\(M_{\text{SOC}}\)) in the residue-incorporating soil was calculated as follows:

\[
M_{\text{SOC}} = M_{\text{TOC}} \times P_s
\]  

(2)

where, \(M_{\text{TOC}}\) is the total CO\(_2\)-C emitted from the residue-incorporating soil.

The daily rates of SOC mineralization were obtained by dividing the amounts of \(M_{\text{SOC}}\) during a given sampling period by the number of days. The cumulative SOC mineralization was calculated by summing the values of \(M_{\text{SOC}}\) over the experimental period.

Residual C mineralization (\(M_{\text{R}}\)) was determined by subtracting \(M_{\text{SOC}}\) from \(M_{\text{TOC}}\). The daily rates of residual C mineralization were obtained by dividing the amounts of \(M_{\text{R}}\) during a given sampling period by the number of days. The cumulative residual C mineralization (\(C_{\text{R}}\)) was calculated by summing the values of \(M_{\text{R}}\) over the experimental period.

The PE caused by the input of maize residues was calculated as,

\[
PE = C_{\text{sr}} - C_{\text{sc}}
\]  

(3)

where, \(C_{\text{sr}}\) is the amount of CO\(_2\)-C emitted from the soil (mg C kg\(^{-1}\) of soil) supplemented with maize residues, and \(C_{\text{sc}}\) is the quantity of CO\(_2\)-C emitted from the corresponding CK soil.

### 2.4. Microbial Biomass Carbon (MBC) and Microbial Carbon Use Efficiency (CUE)

The soil samples were analyzed for their MBC content using the fumigation–extraction method [38,39]. The \(\delta^{13}\)C value of the MBC (\(\delta^{13}\)MBC) was first calculated as follows [13]:

\[
\delta^{13}\text{MBC} = \frac{(\delta F^{13}\text{C} \times C_T - \delta N^{13}\text{C} \times C_N)}{(C_T - C_N)} \times 100\%
\]  

(4)
where, $\delta F^{13}C$ and $\delta N^{13}C$ indicate the $\delta^{13}C$ (‰) values of the extractions from the fumigated and non-fumigated samples, respectively, and $C_F$ and $C_N$ are the contents of dissolved organic C (DOC). The changes in DOC were calculated by subtracting the values of the non-fumigated samples from those of the fumigated samples.

The fraction of MBC derived from maize residual C that accounted for the total MBC ($P_x$) was calculated as:

$$P_x = \frac{\delta r^{13}MBC - \delta c^{13}MBC}{\delta m^{13}C_t - \delta c^{13}MBC} \times 100\%$$

where, $\delta r^{13}MBC$ and $\delta c^{13}MBC$ are the $\delta^{13}C$ (‰) values of the MBC from the soil supplemented with residues and the corresponding CK soil, respectively, over time.

The content of residue-derived MBC ($C^{13}MBC$) was calculated as follows [1]:

$$C^{13}MBC = C^{13}MBC \times P_x$$

The CUE was calculated using the following equation [11]:

$$CUE = \frac{C^{13}MBC}{C^{13}MBC + C_R} \times 100\%$$

### 2.5. High-Throughput Sequencing

Soil DNA was extracted from 0.4 g of soil by using an E.Z.N.A.® Soil DNA Kit (Omega Bio-Tek, Norcross, GA, USA) in accordance with the instructions. In order to detect the quantity and quality of DNA, we used a NanoDrop2000 (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, NC, USA) and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, respectively. The sequences of the prokaryotic 16 small subunit (16S) rRNA V3–V4 hypervariable region with the primer set 338F/806R (338F, 5′-ACT CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG-3′ and 806R, 5′-GGA CTA CHV GGG TWT CTA AT-3′) [5] and the fungal internal transcribed spacer 1 region (ITS1R) with the primer set ITS1F/ITS2R (ITS1F, 5′-CTT GGT CAT TTAGAG GAA GTA A-3′, ITS2R, 5′-GCT GCG TTC TTC ATC GAT GC-3′) [5] were amplified via polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The PCR program used the following steps: 3 min at 95 °C for initial denaturation, followed by 27 cycles of 30 s at 95 °C for denaturing; annealing at 55 °C for 30 s, at 72 °C for 45 s for extension, and for 10 min at 72 °C for single extension, ending at 4 °C. The bacterial PCR mixtures included 4 μL of 5 × TransStart FastPfu buffer, 2 μL of 2.5 mM deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), 0.8 μL of forward primer, 0.8 μL of 5 μM reverse primer, 0.4 μL of TransStart FastPfu DNA Polymerase, 10 ng of template DNA, and 20 μL of deionized (dd) H₂O. PCR reactions were performed in triplicate. The fungal PCR mixtures included 10 × 2 μL of the buffer, 2 μL of 2.5 mM dNTPs, 0.8 μL of 5 μM forward primer, 0.8 μL of 5 μM reverse primer, 2 μL of rTaq polymerase, 2 μL of bovine serum albumin (BSA), 10 ng of template DNA, and 20 μL of dd H₂O. The PCR product was extracted from 2% agarose gel and purified using an AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Axggen Biosciences, Union City, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and was quantified using a Quantu™ Fluorometer (Promega, Madison, WI, USA).

The paired-end Illumina reads were processed using the following steps: (1) assembling paired-end reads and renaming sequencing; (2) discarding bar codes, primers, and low-quality reads; and (3) selecting non-redundant reads. The unique reads with 97% similarity were gathered into the same operational taxonomic units (OTUs). USEARCH version 7.1 was used to select representative sequences, and USEARCH was used to create the OTU table. The Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) Classifier version 2.2 database [40] and the UNITE database [41] were selected to identify the taxonomy of each bacterium and fungus, respectively. A total of 1,393,615 ITS and 687,147 16S rRNA paired-end selected
sequences were acquired from the 27 soil samples. Then, we even all of the reads and acquired the lowest read number.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s test was used to detect significant differences \( p < 0.05 \) in all statistical analyses using SPSS 26.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). The obtained sequences were analyzed and merged using Fast version 0.20.0 and FLASH version 1.2.7, respectively [42,43]. The network analysis was visualized with Networkx v1.11.

3. Results

3.1. Total C, Residual C, Soil Organic C (SOC) Mineralization, and Priming Effect (PE)

The total C, residual C, SOC mineralization, and the PE were significantly influenced by the incubation time, N application level, and interactive effects of these two factors (Figure 1a–d, and Table S2). The total C mineralization rates were initially high among the soils with N treatments (10.27–78.76 mg CO\(_2\)-C kg\(^{-1}\) of soil d\(^{-1}\)) and then decreased over time in an exponential manner. Similar trends were observed in the residual C rates, SOC mineralization rates, and PE rates. At the end of the incubation, the cumulative total C and residual C mineralization of N1 were increased by 6.06% and 4.00% and by 1.65% and 8.35% compared with N0 and N2, respectively. However, the cumulative SOC mineralization and PE were decreased by 9.10% and 29.08% and by 17.71% and 33.34% compared with N0 and N2, respectively. These results highlight that in comparison with the application of no N and conventional N, reduced N application enhanced the total C and residual C mineralization but reduced SOC mineralization and the PE.

![Figure 1](image-url).

*Figure 1.* Total C mineralization rates (a), residual C mineralization rates (b), SOC mineralization rates (c), and PE rates (d) of N0, N1, and N2 over the 270-day incubation period. The insets in each subfigure show the cumulative total C mineralization, cumulative residual C mineralization, cumulative SOC mineralization, and cumulative PE in the corresponding treatments over the entire incubation period. N0: no N; N1: reduced N; N2: conventional N. Vertical bars indicate the standard error of three replicates.
3.2. Microbial Biomass C (MBC) and Residue-Derived MBC

Both time and the N application level, as well as their interaction, significantly affected the total MBC and residue-derived MBC at each sampling time (Table S2). The residue input increased MBC content among all treatments. In general, N1 presented the highest total MBC and residue-derived MBC across all treatments during the experiment (Figure 2). At the initial stage, although the MBC in N0 was 18.20% higher than that of N2, N0 presented a 16.41% lower MBC than that of N2 at the end of the experiment. Similar trends were observed in the residue-derived MBC over the incubation period. On days 10, 30, and 120, N1 significantly increased the residue-derived MBC by 15.00, 14.05, and 22.13 mg C kg$^{-1}$ of soil, respectively, in comparison with N0 and by 22.66, 14.72, and 18.23 mg C kg$^{-1}$ of soil, respectively, in comparison with N2. Conversely, the residue-derived MBC in N2 exceeded that in N0 during the last stage.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** MBC and residue-derived MBC (mg kg$^{-1}$ soil) in N0, N1, and N2 on the 10th, 30th, 120th, and 270th days of incubation. N0: no N; N1: reduced N; N2: conventional N. Different letters indicate significant differences ($p < 0.05$) among different N treatments at the same incubation time. Vertical bars indicate the standard error of three replicates.

3.3. Microbial C Use Efficiency (CUE)

CUE was affected by time and the N application level. Additionally, time interacted strongly with the N application level (Table S1). Among these treatments, CUE was initially the highest and then continued to decrease over time (Figure 3). During the first three periods, the CUE of N1 significantly increased by 106.06%, 172.83%, and 189.37%, respectively, in comparison with N0 and by 43.70%, 241.61%, and 128.83%, respectively, in comparison with N2. N0 and N2 had similar CUE results at these sampling times, but N2 had a 51.82% higher CUE than that of N0.
Figure 3. Microbial CUE in N0, N1, and N2 on the 10th, 30th, 120th, and 270th days of incubation. N0: no N; N1: reduced N; N2: conventional N. Different letters indicate significant differences ($p < 0.05$) among different N treatments at the same incubation time. Vertical bars indicate the standard error of three replicates.

3.4. Soil Microbial Communities’ Structure and Co-Occurrence Networks

The most abundant soil microbial phyla among the treatments are shown in Figure 4. During the experimental period, Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteria were the dominant bacterial phyla and accounted for about 60–80% of the relative abundance across the treatments. The relative abundance of Proteobacteria was initially 26.58–31.95% and decreased to 11.98–20.07% at the end of incubation. This phylum was highest in N1 but was lowest in N0 in comparison with the other treatments over the sampling period. Similar trends were observed for the abundance of Bacteroidota, which was initially higher but decreased over time (Figure 4a). For the fungal community (Figure 4b), N treatment significantly increased the relative abundance of Ascomycota from 48.18–75.45% (N0) to 74.84–88.82% (N1) and 72.46–89.29% (N2) over the sampling period. Conversely, Mortierellomycota markedly decreased from 11.69–47.33% (N0) to 1.59–8.44% (N1) and 0.58–7.64% (N2) over the sampling period. In general, the relative abundance of Ascomycota decreased over time to some extent, but that of Mortierellomycota increased over time across these treatments.

The different long-term N treatments changed the topological properties of the microbial co-occurrence patterns (Figures S1 and S2 and Table S3). The number of edges of bacteria increased by 45.68% in N1 but decreased by 22.22% in N2 in comparison with N0. For the fungal community, the edge numbers in N1 and N2 decreased by 22.33% and 21.40%, respectively, in comparison with N0. These results illustrated that during the period of maize residue decomposition, the fungal community’s network complexity decreased in the presence of N fertilizer, while that of the bacterial community increased with N1 but decreased with N2.
Figure 4. Relative abundance of the taxonomic composition of the soil bacterial (a) and fungal communities (b) at the phylum level after the addition of maize residues. N0: no N; N1: reduced N; N2: conventional N. Soil sampling was conducted on the 10th, 120th, and 270th days after the addition of maize residues. Phylum names are color-coded on the right.

3.5. The Effects of Soil Chemical Properties on Assessments of Microbial Communities and Keystone Taxa

Canonical correspondence analyses (CCAs) were carried out to determine the relationships between the soil chemical properties among the treatments and the bacterial and fungal communities’ structure (Figure 5). Here, axis 1 indicates that 18.46% and 23.67% of the variation corresponded to a positive direction of pH. Conversely, 6.65% and 8.69% of the variation along axis 2 corresponded to a negative correlation between pH and N application, SOC, total N, total P, total K, available N, and available P. In terms of soil chemical properties, along axis 1, soil pH was associated with the bacterial and fungal communities in N0 across the three sampling periods, while those in N1 and N2 were associated with N application, SOC, total N, total P, total K, available N, and available P. In terms of soil chemical properties, along axis 1, soil pH was associated with the bacterial and fungal communities in N0 across the three sampling periods, while those in N1 and N2 were associated with N application, SOC, total N, total P, total K, available N, and available P. These results indicated that the microbial communities’ structure in N0 was influenced by a higher pH and the nutrient-limited environment, whereas those of N1 and N2 may have been reshaped by the nutrient-rich environment and lower pH conditions.

The microbial keystone taxa across the experimental period in the various treatments are shown in Table S4. We found that the bacterial and fungal keystone taxa differed
among the N application levels. *Vicinamibacteraceae*, *Acidibacter*, and *Gemmatimonas* were the keystone taxa of bacteria in the N0, N1, and N2 treatments, respectively. *Penicillium*, *Sarocladium*, and *Cladophialophora* were the keystone taxa of fungi in the N0, N1, and N2 treatments, respectively.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** Canonical correspondence analyses (CCAs) of the OTU levels of the bacterial community’s (a) and fungal community’s (b) structure and soil chemical properties, i.e., pH, SOC, total N, total P, total K, available N, and available P. N0: no N; N1: reduced N; N2: conventional N. Soil sampling was conducted on the 10th day (A), 120th day (B), and 270th day (C) after the addition of maize residues.

4. Discussion

In this study, we found that the long-term application of various levels of N influenced the arable soil pH, SOC, and availability of other nutrients. In the N0 treatment, maize and microbes needed to decompose SOC for N acquisition over a long period of time [21]. Therefore, SOC and other nutrients declined, which led to a nutrient-poor environment (Table 1). Conversely, chemical N acidified the arable land and created a low-pH environment in the N2 treatment. These disturbance factors were able to adjust the
microbial communities, activities, and substrate preferences, which are critical for SOC turnover and nutrient cycling on farmlands [24,38].

The use of maize residues dramatically increased the cumulative total CO₂-C emissions during the incubation period because of the mineralization of both residues and SOC (Figure 1a,b). The residue mineralization was initially high in the early stages because R strategists (Proteobacteria, Gemmatimonadota, and Actinobacteriota) quickly consumed the labile C of the residues (Figures 1b and 4). Then, the mineralization declined during the second period, indicating a progressive reduction in available organic matter and an increase in recalcitrant components in the rest of the residues [40]. These results are similar to those obtained in other studies that found lower CO₂-C emissions due to K strategists in the later stages of incubation, which consumed the recalcitrant C when the labile C declined [39,44]. Moreover, all of the N treatments triggered a positive PE because of the theories of microbial nutrient mining and microbial stoichiometric decomposition after the addition of residues [13,45]. The magnitude of the positive PE declined by about 30% in N1 compared to N0 and N2, indicating that bacteria and fungi preferred to use the labile residual C rather than the recalcitrant C in the N1 treatment. The increased PE in N0 can be explained by the microbial nutrient mining theory [46,47] and was shown by the increased abundance of K strategists (Acidobacteriota, Mortierellomycota, and Rozellomycota) in the soil with this treatment (Figure 4). To some extent, these microbes can endure environments with very low SOC, and N and are mainly responsible for decomposing complicated organic matter, such as lignin, lipids, and cellulose [48,49]. Conversely, the relationship between the higher abundance of R strategists and the positive PE in the N1 and N2 treatments can be illustrated by the theory of microbial stoichiometric decomposition [34,50].

Microbes show a negative correlation between SOC mineralization and microbial CUE [9,11]. This was proven by the significant negative relationship between CUE and the PE (Figures 1d and 3) [8,51]. Among the N0, N1, and N2 treatments, the CUE of microbes in terms of maize residues was decreased over time, which corresponded with the results presented by other researchers [13,38]. This significant decrease in CUE can be accounted for by the following: (i) after rapid preferential consumption of degradable residual C resources by microbes, the rate of recalcitrant C was increased in the rest of the residues, thereby suppressing the respiration of microbes [52]; (ii) the strong increase in cumulative residual CO₂-C emissions over time was able to reduce the microbial CUE, particularly during the latter period of incubation [13]. Moreover, the increased CUE in N1 indicated that more residual C was acquired by microbes. This meant that less SOC would be decomposed by the microbes, resulting in a microbial nutrient mining phenomenon [8,13], which, in turn, led to a lower PE in N1. Therefore, long-term reduced N application resulted in both a greater amount of residual C being immobilized by microbes and a reduction in SOC loss, which partly accounted for the higher SOC storage in N1 than that in N0 and N2 (Table 1). In addition, long-term conventional N application can acidify arable soil, thus reducing the mineralization rates of residues because microbial activities can be suppressed by low-ammonia metabolites in an acidic environment [24,53]. This result was demonstrated by the lower MBC and residue-derived MBC at the initial and middle stages of the incubation. However, the MBC and residue-derived MBC in N2 were increased at the end of incubation, which might have been due to the limiting effect of maize residues, as this can enhance soil pH and alleviate acid suppression for microbes [13,24,38]. In summary, management practices that increase the stability of SOC against the PE can benefit from positive microbial feedback via a higher CUE.

Although the residues brought large amounts of labile C into the soil and promoted an increase in microbial biomass, we discovered that the bacteria and fungi showed diverse co-occurrence patterns. The addition of N led to a reduction in the complexity of the fungal community, but management with reduced N enhanced the bacterial complexity in this study. In general, the bacterial C/N ratio is lower than that of fungi. Consequently, the bacterial community’s complexity can be enhanced in N-rich environments due to its
higher N demands [33,34]. Conversely, fungi favor N-limited environments over N-rich conditions; thus, a decrease in the complexity of the fungal network was observed in the N1 and N2 treatments [36,39]. Furthermore, these results also indicated stronger competitive and cooperative interactions between bacterial species for mineralizing maize residues in N1, meaning that the soil of N1 would provide a suitable habitat for bacterial development and contribute to better stability and resistance in the bacterial community [54,55]. Although the fungal community’s complexity decreased, this decrease did not influence the role of soil fungi in the mineralization of crop residues because of functional redundancy within the microbial communities, i.e., the functional roles of some fungal species in residual C decomposition and SOC turnover are more important than those of bacteria in arable soils [34,56,57].

Commonly, keystone taxa can associate with other taxa in microbial communities, which would affect residual C and SOC decomposition by reshaping bacterial and fungal communities’ structures [46,58,59]. In this study, the keystone taxa were specific to the different N treatments. *Vicinamibacteraceae* and *Gemmatimonas* were identified as bacterial keystone taxa in N0 and N2, respectively. They exhibited similar microbial functions. *Vicinamibacteraceae* belongs to the Acidobacteria phylum, which has a negative correlation with N availability and is likely to cause lower CUE but a higher PE by decomposing the refractory C in SOM [46,59]. *Gemmatimonas* can also dominate the mineralization of recalcitrant C in the soil to meet their living demands, and they were able to endure the very low pH in N2 [47,60,61]. *Acidibacter* was identified as a member of Proteobacteria; it has a heterotrophic lifestyle and belongs to the copiotrophic phylum, which prefers N-rich environments, and it managed to consume the labile C in residues; thus, it rapidly developed in N1 [62,63]. Ascomycota is the largest fungal phylum and a major consumer of organic matter. This phylum shows broad substrate consumption and a high tolerance for wide pH and nutrient gradients, and it is critical for decomposing recalcitrant C [57]. For example, *Penicillium* can excrete extracellular enzymes, such as cellulases and hemicellulases, which are correlated with high-C conditions [39]. As the N0 soil had inadequate SOC sources, the C available to the microbes gradually increased during the mineralization of maize residues [46]; thus, *Penicillium* was the keystone taxon in N0, while *Sarocladium* and *Cladophialophora* were the keystone taxa in N1 and N2, respectively. These results may be due to the higher nutrient and acidic environment tolerance abilities.

5. Conclusions

The reduced nitrogen treatment resulted in higher microbial carbon use efficiency and residue-derived microbial biomass carbon but lower positive priming effects and soil organic carbon mineralization in comparison with those found in the groups with no nitrogen and conventional nitrogen. Nitrogen addition decreased the fungal community’s complexity, but the reduced nitrogen strategy enhanced the bacterial community’s complexity. *Acidibacter* was the bacterial keystone taxon in the reduced nitrogen treatment, but *Vicinamibacteraceae* and *Gemmatimonas* were the bacterial keystone taxa in the no-nitrogen treatment and conventional nitrogen treatment, respectively, and were responsible for the high priming effect. *Penicillium*, *Sarocladium*, and *Cladophialophora* were the fungal keystone taxa in the no-nitrogen, reduced nitrogen, and conventional nitrogen treatments, respectively, and they exhibited wide substrate consumption in soil. Further studies focusing on comparing multiple types of residues under different types of long-term nitrogen management with the exact detection of microbial species and priming effects are needed. Such studies could uncover a stronger relationship among microbes, the priming effect, and dynamic changes in residual carbon in real farming systems.
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